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Shadowing and approximation 
dynamical systems* 

. 
In 

P.DIAMOND, t P.KLOEDEN, tAND A.POKROVSKII § 

1 Introduction 

Smoothness and hyperbolicity of a mapping f : n --+ n ~ )Rd implies that a 
cr dynamical system, generated by f, preserves many of its structural prop
erties under small smooth perturbations. For instance, structural stability is 
present for large classes of smooth hyperbolic mappings, and the Shadowing 
Lemma will hold. 

However, complicated behaviour of the orbits off is often investigated 
computationally. Then f is replaced by a computer realization f. This 
realization involves some or all of the effects of 

• finite machine arithmetic; 

e a computational method; 

e approximate evaluation of f. 

In such a situation, it is important that exact orbits can be closely mod
elled during computation. That is, that the orbits of f and J are close in 
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some sense. Shadowing means that each trajectory of J is close to some orbit 
of f. An inverse of t~is would determine that a given orbit of f is close to 
at least one orbit of f. 

Computer modelling of f : ~d -+ ~d involves a finite discretized space 
L C ~d and a discretized mapping fL : L -+ L which is close to the restriction 
of f to L. Since cr approximation is not involved, it is not possible to use 
standard forms of the shadowing lemma, nor structural stability theorems 
for the analysis of computer models. On the other hand, for orbits of what 
we call semi-hyperbolic mappings, the inverse shadowing property holds in 
the 0° sense. It is also possible to prove shadowing theorems for this class of 
mappings. Moreover, the criterion of semi-hyperbolicity is computationally 
simpler to treat than hyperbolicity itself. 

2 Shadowing,· Computer Robustness 

A sequence {YkH~~ in l'Rn is a 6-pseudo-orbit off: l'Rn-+ l'Rn if 

IIYk+l- f(Yk)il :=::; 6 for all a:=::; k :=::;b. 

An orbit {fk(x)} e-shadows the 6-pseudo-orbit {yk} if 

llfk(x)-Ykll :=::; e forall a:=::; k ::=;b. 

Shadowing Lemma. Let A be a closed hyperbolic set. Then for every e > 0 
there exists 6 > 0 such that every 5-pseudo-orbit in A is e-shadowed. 

That is, each trajectory of a realization J is near to some orbit of f. Even 
though computation does not produce the true orbit at the initial point, it 
does approximate to some true orbit. 

To closely model any given exact orbit 'Y, we require that if J is sufficiently 
close to fin some sense, then J has at least one orbit close to 'Y· Certainly, 
if f is structurally stable and J is close in some 0"', r > 1 topology, then 
topological properties of trajectories of f are preserved by the realization j. 
Various classes of hyperbolic mappings have this property. However, it is 
very difficult to verify that a set is uniformly hyperbolic and it is convenient 
to introduce another concept. 

A four-tuple of nonnegative real numbers 

S = (.A,, A,.., f-Ls, f-Lu), 
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is called a split if the eigenvalues 61 and 62 of 

are real and satisfy 161 1 < 1 < 152 1. Clearly, {"A.,>..,., p,., f.tu) is a split if and 
only if 

(1) 

and 
(1- A.)(J. ... - 1) > fts/tu· (2) 

Given some split s and a positive real number h, the map J is called 
(s, h)-hyperbolic on the set n if for any X En there exists a decomposition 

with corresponding projectors P; and P; which satisfy the following inequal
ities: 

IIPh.,lD f,ull :::; >-.IJull, u E E;; (3) 

IIP}(.,)D J.,vJJ:::; fL•IIvll, vEE:; (4) 

JIPt(x)Df.,viJ2:: >-uiJvJJ, vEE:; (5) 

JIPt(x)Df.,uJJ:::; /LuJJuJJ, u E E;; (6) 

liP; I!, IJP:II :::; h. (7) 

If a map is (s, h)-hyperbolic for at least one split it will be called semi
hyperbolic. This allows "leakage" rather than full invariance, and is on an 
open set containing the attractor. 

Let f : ~n --+ !_Rn have a trajectory 

(8) 

Let IJJ- ¢I leo = suptE!R" llf(t)- gS(t)l!. Let a be a positive real number. 
The trajectory x will be called a-robust if there exists co > 0 such that any 
continuous mapping <p satisfying 

(9) 
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has at least one trajectory y0 , y1 , ... , YN such that 

llYn- Xnll $ aiiJ- rp\\ 00 , n = 0, 1, ... N. (10) 

This is a form of inverse shadowing. 
Any trajectory xis (1+L+ ... +LN)-robust ifthe mapping f is Lipschitz 

with constant L in a neighbourhood of x. Semi-hyperbolicity allows the 
robustness constant a to be independent of N uniformly throughout the 
domain of semi-hyperbolicity n. 
Theorem 1. Let f : n -+ n be semi-hyperbolic on an open set n ~ !Rn. 

Then there exists a > 0 such that every finite trajectory xc n is a-robust. 

Theorem 2. Let f, n be as in Theorem 1- and suppose that D f is -continuous 
on n. Then for every sufficiently small c > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
every 6-pseudo-orbit {yn} off is c-shadowed by a true orbit {xn}· In fact, 
each (s, h)-hyperbolic trajectory off is a-robust for every 

a > Au - As + J.L• + J.Lu h . 
(1- As)(Au- 1)- J.LsJ.Lu 

3 Proof of Theorem 1 

Theorem 1 will follow from the following result: 

Theorem la. Each (s, h)-hyperbolic trajectory of a smooth mapping f is 
a-robust for every 

( h) Au - As + P.a + J.Lu h 
. a> a* s, = (1- >..}(Au- 1)- J.L~J.Lu • (11) 

PROOF. Let x = x0 , x1 , ••. , XN, be the given trajectory of the mapping f, 

n=0,1, ... ,N. 

Denote by B the space of N -sequence$ 

(12) 
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satisfying 
(13) 

The set B can be treated as a subspace of the N d-dimensional vector space 
lRd x ... x lRd (N times), with the norm 

Let cp : lRd ---+ ~be a given mapping. Define an operator Wrp : B ---+ B, which 
transforms every sequence (12) into a sequence w = w0 , w1 , ... , WN defined 
by the initial conditions (13) and the relations 

P;.,.w., = P;...(cp(:z:n-1 + Zn-1)- :z:.,) 1 

P;.,._1 Wn-1 = .(U.,t1(P;,.z.,- P;,.D fz.,._1 P;,._1 Zn-1 + 
P;...( -cp(:z:n-1 + Zn-1) + :z:., + D fz,._t Zn-1)) 1 

where U., : E;,._1 ---+ E;,., defined by U.,v = P;,.Dfz,._1v, is surjective. Note 
that (U.,t1 is well-defined by virtue of the inequality (5). The following 
lemma is immediate. 

Lemma 1 Wrp is continuous. For any fixed point z* = z~, z;, ... , ziv of Wrp, 
the sequence 

y* = :z:0 + z~, :z:1 + z~, ... , :Z:N + ziv 

is a trajectory of the mapping cp. 

We require a few more notations and definitions. For any /3 > 0, denote by 
613(e) the largest positive value 6 such that, for any llzll ~ 6, the following 
inequality is valid: 

For each z E B define the pair of real numbers 

(14) 

(15) 
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and denote by V(z) the two-dimensional column vector with coordinates 
V'(z), Vu(z). Define the matrix 

(16) 

and the column vector 
h = (h, hj>.. ... l. 

Lemma 2 Let f3 > 0. Then for each continuous mapping cp and each z from 
the set Wcp,{3 = {z E 13: 1\zll :S Of3(11f- 'flloo)}, 

V(W10 (z)) :S MV(z) + (1 + f3)11f- cpllooh. (17) 

PROOF. First, estimate the value of V•(Wcp(z)). By definition 

V"(W10(z)) = max llv~l\ , 
0:50n:50N 

where 

Rewrite (19) as 

where 

From (3), 

11 = P;, D fx.,._ 1 PL_, Zn-1 , 

J2 == p;n D fxn-1 P;:,__ 1 ~n-1 ' 

13 P;,.(cp(xn-1 + Zn-1)- f(xn-1 + Zn-1)) , 
14 P;,.(J(xn-1 + Zn-1)- (J(xn-d + Dfx.,._1 Zn-d) · 

and from ( 4), 

111211 :S PaiiP;,._1 Zn-111 · 

The relations (7) imply that 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 
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Lastly, the relations (7) and the definition of 6,a(JJJ- rpJJoo) imply that 

(24) 

From (20) and (21)-(24) it follows that 

By (18) we can rewrite (25) as 

Now estimate the value of V"(Wrp(z)). By definition, 

(27) 

where 

V~_1 = (Un)-1(P;',.Zn- P;',.DJ.,,._1 P:,._1 Zn-1 + 
P;',.( -rp(Xn-1 + Zn-1) + f(xn-1) + D J.,,._1 Zn-1)) . 

Rewrite this last equation as 

with 

J1 = P;',.zn , (29) 

J2 = -P;' .... Df.,,._1 P:,._1 Zn-1 , (30) 

J3 = P;'....( -rp(xn-1 + Zn-1) + f(xn-1 + Zn-1) , (31) 
J4 = -J(xn-1+Zn-1)+(f(xn-d+DJ.,,._1 Zn-1)· (32) 

The relations (5) and (29) imply that 

JJ(Unt1 J11l :::; >.;;1 JJP;',.znJJ ' 
while the relations (5), (6) and (30) imply that 

(33) 

(34) 
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The relations (5), (7), (31) give 

(35) 

Finally, the relations (5), (7), (32) and the definition of 5,6(!1!- r.plloo) imply 

II(Unt1 1411 ::; .x;-;1 hf3 II!- 'Piioo. (36) 

From (28) and (33)-(36) it follows that 

(37) 

we can rewrite (37) as 

Inequalities (26) and are equivalent to the assertion of the lemma. I 

Let us return to and complete the proof of Theorem la. The spectral radius 
a-( M) of the matrix 

18 

1('(1 '') ~~(l a-( M) = ;-· I - T As + - -
2 \ \_. \,\u 

The entries of the matrix M are positive. Therefore by the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem the spectral radius o-(M) is the maximal eigenvalue and the cor
responding eigenvector has positive coordinates. Without loss of generality, 
assume that this eigenvector takes the form (1, , where 

1 = - - - .\, + - - >., + -- . 1 ( ( 1 ) /( 1 ) 2 4p,. fLu ) 
2p, Au \.. Au 

It follows that 

( /Lu ~· ) ( ~ ) = o-(M) ( ~ ) . 
A,.. A, 
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In iR2 introduce the auxiliary norm 11·11• by II(Yt,YzYII• = max{!IY1I, IY2I}. 
Clearly, the corresponding norm 1111111* ofthe linear operator with the matrix 
(16) coincides with the spectral radius of M. Therefore, IIMYII.::; a-(M)IIYII* 
for all y E iR2 . Hence, by Lemma 2, for any positive f3 we have 

IIV(WI"(z))ll. ::; D"(M) IIV(z)ll. + (1 + /3) II!- rplloo llhll. , z E w!p,/3. (39) 

Choose a fixed real number a > a.(s, h), where a.(s, h) is defined by (11), 
and write f3 = aja.(s, h)- 1. Note that by (1) and (2) 

D"(M) < 1 . ( 40) 

Clearly there exists c:0 > 0 such that for 

( 41) 

we have the inclusion 

{

0 1+,8 } 
Z: IIV(z)ll• < 1 _ a-(M) llhll• (I If- rplloo) C W'P,/3 · 

By (39) and ( 40), for any f satisfying ( 41 ), the set 

Vt,/3 = { z: IIV(z)ll. ::; 1 ~ :(~) llhll. (!If- rplloo)} 

is invariant for the operator l.V'~'. Then, because of the continuity of W~" (see 
Lemma 1), there exists a point z* satisfying W'Pz* = z*, such that 

z* E W 10 ,13 • ( 42) 

From ( 42) and (17) it follows that 

V(W10 (z*)) < MV(z*) + (1 + /3) !If- rplloo h, 

and moreover that 

1+/3 
V(z*) ::S: 1 _MIIf-rpllooh. 

In particular, V"(z*) + V"'(z*)::; a! If- rplloo· Further, 

max liz~ II < a I If- rpll · 
O~n~N -

( 43) 

By ( 43) and Lemma 1, for any continuous mapping rp satisfying (9) the 
sequence x 0 + z~, x 1 + z~, ... , XN + zjy is a trajectory of rp and satisfies (10). 
That is, the trajectory (8) is a-robust and the theorem is proved. II 
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4 Proof of Theorem 2 

Let (s, h), s =(.A,,)\,, f.Ls, fLu) denote a split and associated projection norm 
bound. Denote by 19( s, h) the largest constant '19 satisfying 

'19 < h-2 min{l- >.,,A,- 1}, 

19 < K, = h-2(1- ).,)(:\,_, -1)- Psf.Lu_ 
As + Au + f.Ls + fLu 

Denote by l 00 (3rd) the space of all bounded sequences of vectors x,. E 

with norm \\{xn}\iL= = supn \\xn\\. 
Vie need two results to prove the theorem. 

Inversion Lemma. Let An be a sequence of d X d, ( s, 
Let p = max{A.+f.Lsf.Lu/(A,:.-.As), [>.u -1-taf.Lu/(>.u -
linear operator£ : goo (lRd) ---l> eoo (3rd) defined by 

has a bounded right in·verse c-l satisfying 

where T = max{f.Lu/ (Au -

:E'ixed Point Lemma. Let E be a Banach space and F : E -~, E be a 
0 1 map. let y E E be a point such that DF(y t 1 is a bounded linear 
mverse D F(y) and let c:0 > 0 be chosen so that 

1\DF(x)- DF(y)\\too 

for \\x- y\\::; E:o. If 0 < C:::; co and 

then the equation F(x) = 0 has a un·ique solution x s11ch that 1\x- y\\::; e. 

The proof of the Fixed Point result can be found in [4]. It remains to 
prove the Inversion Lemma, before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2 .. 
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PROOF OF INVERSION LEMMA. We may suppose that s is minimal, that 
is, .\., f.Ls, f.lu are the least possible and .\, the greatest possible for the split 
inequalities to work. Let the splitting associated with A,. be iJ?d = T~d = 
E~ EB E~, with projection Qn: iJ?d---+ E~. The inequalities (3)-(7) become 

IIQn+lAnQnxll < >-.IIQnxll , 
IIQn+IAn(I _: Qn)xll < fl•II(J- Qn)xll , 
II(!- Qn+I)AnQnxll < f.luiiQnxll' (44) 

II(!- Qn+l)A .. (J- Q,.)xll > Auii(J- Qn)xll ' 
IIQnll ::; h, III- Qnll < h, 

and hold for all n = 0, 1, .... We show that £is surjective. Let z = {zn} E 
[ 00 (1Jid) and define {x,} by 

It is sufficient to show that X E l 00 (1Jid). Put en = QnXn and Tfn = (I- Qn)Xn· 
Then 

en+l Qn+tAntn + Q,.+lAnrtn + Qn+lzn , 

7Jn+l (I- Qn+l)Anen +(I- Qn+l)An?Jn +(I- Qn+l)Zn · 

Writing Un = lltnll, Vn = ll77nll and using (44), obtain 

Un+l ::; AsUn + f.lsVn +an ) an = IIQn+lZnll , ( 45) 

Vn+l 2:: -f.luUn + AuVn- (3,., 1 f3n = II(J- Qn+I)znli · (46) 

Clearly, x E l 00 (1J?d) if and only if {(un,vn)T} E l 00 (!R+2) (here T denotes the 
transpose). First, suppose that fl•f.lu = 0. Then, if f.l• = 0, (3) becomes 

which gives 

n oo 

Un+I :S >.;+1 uo + 2.:::: A!an-k = /n < 2.:::: .\!an-k < 00 . 

k=O k=O 

Hence, ( 4) may be rewritten as 
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giving Vn :S Lk:o A;;k (P,u'Yn+k + f3n+k) < 00. So X E .e=(lRd). If P,u = 0, the 
argument is very much the same. So, suppose that Jl-siLu :::/:- 0. Let X., Xu be 
the eigenvalues of the 2 X 2 matrix 

6. - ( A. p,. ) 
1 - -P,u Au ' 

and note that 

< A (1-A.)(Au-1) 
• + Au- As 

(1- A.? 
1 - Au-As < 1 " 

Similarly, Xu > Au - Jl-•Jl-u/(Au - A.) > 1. Consequently, there exists an 
invertible matrix C diago:p.alising 6.1 and 

C = ( 1 c12) , 
c21 1 

with 
c12 :> p,.j(Au- A.) and 0 < c21 < P,u/(Au- A.). (47) 

This last may be seen by computing the eigenvectors of 6.1 and using the in
equalities for X., Xu. Writing (un,vnf = C(un,vnf, (an,f3nl = C(anf3n)T, 
from (3) and (4) we obtain 

n 
Un+l < X.un + Cin < ~ +1 :E ~k A; + A.Cin-k ' (48) 

k=O 
00 

Vn < ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 
A;; Vn+l + A;; f3n < :E Xn-k-1 fjk . (49) 

k=n 
Here we have taken cognisance of the inequalities ( 4 7), which preserve the ap
propriate direction of the inequalities (3) and ( 4). Consequently, {(un, vn)T} E 
.e=(lR2+) and hence so also is {(un,vn)T}. That is, {a:n} E .e=(lRd). The in
equality for the norm of c-1 now follows immediately from the relations (6) 
and (7). I 

PROOF OF SHADOWING THEOREM. The proof adapts and slightly sim
plifies those of (4), (5). Define the nonlinear mapping :F : .e=(lRd) --+ .e=(lRd) 
by 
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Then F is C1 with derivative 

For t 2: 0, define 

w(t) =sup {IIDJ(y)- Df(x)ll : x,y E IT, IIY- xll ~ t} . 
Now w(t) ----+ 0+ as t ----+ 0+. Define e to be the largest positive number 
satisfying 

1 1+7 
w(t:) < -- where L=-1-, - 2L' - p 

and p, 7 are the constants appearing in the Inversion Lemma. From that 
lemma, DF(y) thus has a right inverse DF(y t 1 and 

Choose 6 = e/(2L). Now, if y is the pseudo-orbit sequence and x is any 
l""(!Rd) sequence satisfying llx- Yilt"' ~ c:, then 

IIDF(x)- DF(y)iltoo < sup IIDf:,,.- Djy,ll 
n 

Hence, by the Fixed Point Lemma, F(x) = 0 has a unique solution satisfying 
llx- Yll ~e. That is, the pseudo-orbit {yn} is e-shadowed by the actual 
trajectory { Xn}. I 
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